
ACTD_Norm says:
Last Time on ACTD: USS Huron...During its shakedown cruise to investigate the Arhiman star cluster, USS Huron encountered severe disruptions to the local fabric of subspace as well as an ancient distress signal....

ACTD_Norm says:
**********Resume Game**********

CMO-Khora says:
::steps out of sonic shower in quarters::

CO_Braun says:
CTO:  Status on that distress signal...

EO_Tom says:
::in main engineering::

OPS_Gerea says:
::observing star from OPS

CTO-James says:
CO_Braun: its an old earth signal sir.

FCO_Mara says:
::onbridge at station::

EO_Tom says:
Computer: Start a complete diagnostic of critical systems.

ACTD_Norm says:
::the ship shudders slightly::

CO_Braun says:
CTO:  Can we have a playback on it...?

CMO-Khora says:
::exits shower, wondering what that shudder was::

CO_Braun says:
FCO:  What was that...?

CTO-James says:
::starts playback of signal::

CSO_Johan says:
:: at science 1 ::

CMO-Khora says:
::gets into uniform::

EO_Tom says:
<Computer> EO: Warp core off line.

ACTD_Norm says:
::the signal blasts over the speakers as a loud squeal::

CMO-Khora says:
::exits quarters and enters TL::

FCO_Mara says:
CO: We have a slight drift in course. Sir>

CTO-James says:
::squims at the high pitch sound::

CMO-Khora says:
TL: Sickbay

CSO_Johan says:
:: increases sensor resolution::

OPS_Gerea says:
CO: if I may suggest trying to decode the signal:

CTO-James says:
CO_Braun:Shall I lock a tractor beam on it and bring it into shuttlebay 1?

EO_Tom says:
*CO*: Captain, I need more time to put the warp core back on line. You have full impulse power.

ACTD_Norm says:
::ship shudders again::

CO_Braun says:
:: winces at the squeal :: CTO:  Try to translate that... examine it fully with sensors... I don't want it aboard our ship until we know what it is...

CO_Braun says:
EO:  Acknowledged Mr. Hewitt...

CMO-Khora says:
::exits TL and enters sickbay::

CTO-James says:
::Begins to run the signal through the computer data base:: CO: Yes trying now.

CMO-Khora says:
Nurse Kim: Good morning Nurse.

ACTD_Norm says:
::the signal plays back...dot dot dot

CTO-James says:
::Turns down the volume::

EO_Tom says:
::focuses on reactor chamber::

CMO-Khora says:
<Nurse Kim> Morning Doctor.

FCO_Mara says:
:: pushing buttons on consoled::

CO_Braun says:
CSO:  Work with the FCO... try to find out what is causing our ship to shudder...

CO_Braun says:
BridgeCrew:  Sounds like morse code...

OPS_Gerea says:
::listening to signal::

CO_Braun says:
BridgeCrew:  Anyone up to date on their morse...?

OPS_Gerea says:
CO: I agree sir

CTO-James says:
CO_Braun: No sir.

EO_Tom says:
*Bridge*: What's that noise? i'm trying to work down here!! And where is the CEO? Captain?

CMO-Khora says:
::goes through database to check on who needs a checkup::

FCO_Mara says:
::looks over at CSO::

ACTD_Norm says:
::the warp core is sluggishly moving::

CO_Braun says:
EO:  Mr Hewitt, at the moment you are our CEO...

CTO-James says:
CO_Braun: Shall I lock a tractor beam on it and bring it into shuttle bay 1?

OPS_Gerea says:
CO:maybe if we use tactical to run signal through the computer, it can find what it is.:

CO_Braun says:
OPS:  Agreed, surely morse is somewhere in our database...

EO_Tom says:
::come on baby..just a little more:: Self: I need more crew down here.

CMO-Khora says:
::leaves office to check on CEO::

ACTD_Norm says:
<Action>: Huron is rocked by a violent tug of gravity.

CMO-Khora says:
::walks over to CEO, then grabs hold of console, as the ship shakes::

EO_Tom says:
*CO*: Acknowledged Sir!

CSO_Johan says:
OPS: I'll check the data banks.

CTO-James says:
ACTD_Norm: lose blance and fall to the deck ::

FCO_Mara says:
::falls down from console:;

OPS_Gerea says:
::begins running signal through morse database::

EO_Tom says:
::rolls over hard::

OPS_Gerea says:
CO:I think I may have it sir:

CSO_Johan says:
ALL: I have a reference, to an early 21st century code...

CTO-James says:
::Picks himself up off the deck::

ACTD_Norm says:
Action:the computer's synthetic voice begins to play message

CO_Braun says:
CSO:  What is causing that rocking motion...?

FCO_Mara says:
::gets up and back to helm:;

CSO_Johan says:
OPS: cross referenceing

CMO-Khora says:
::removes scanner from medical tricorder and scans CEO::

CSO_Johan says:
CO: we are experiencing Gravametric distortions sir!

CTO-James says:
::trys to modulate shields to the graviaty distortions::

ACTD_Norm says:
<Voice>: S.S. Destiny..e...off course......stortion..need help lost

CO_Braun says:
FCO:  Coordinate with the CSO... move us away from the gravemetric distortions...

EO_Tom says:
EO1: Put that out now! ::points to burning panel::

CSO_Johan says:
::reads sensors:: All: another wave incoming!

FCO_Mara says:
CO: Aye sir.

CTO-James says:
::Braces for impact::

EO_Tom says:
<EO1>: EO: Yes Sir!

CO_Braun says:
OPS:  Destiny...?  Check Starfleet records... look for any ship reported missing with the registry of Destiny...

CTO-James says:
*EO_TOM*:Increase power to shields.

ACTD_Norm says:
::a wave smashes against the hull::

CMO-Khora says:
::notes plasma burns to arms and side of face::

CSO_Johan says:
:: tries to keep balanced::

CMO-Khora says:
::grabs hold of biobed as ship rocks::

OPS_Gerea says:
::swaggers in chair::

CTO-James says:
::grabs panel to keep from falling::

EO_Tom says:
*CTO*: I can't give you much but I'll do my best.

FCO_Mara says:
:: Grabs hold of helm::

CTO-James says:
*EO_Tom*: Reroute secondanary power to sheilds.

CSO_Johan says:
CTO: waves show a frequency of 47 teratetrons, can you match the shields?

CO_Braun says:
CSO:  Analysis...?

CTO-James says:
CSO_Johan: Trying to now.

CMO-Khora says:
*CO*: Is there a problem, Captain?

EO_Tom says:
*CO*: Captain, we got a problem here...

ACTD_Norm says:
Action:Huron begins to stray from its heading...

CSO_Johan says:
CO: I have the frequency, but I can't pinpoint the source

CTO-James says:
::Trys to match frequency of the distoration waves::

CO_Braun says:
*EO*  Go ahead, Mr. Hewitt...

CSO_Johan says:
:: adjusts sensors::

EO_Tom says:
*OPS*: Send me additional crews immediately!

CSO_Johan says:
CO: increasing scan resolution

FCO_Mara says:
CO: Straying off couse again.

OPS_Gerea says:
EO: aye 

OPS_Gerea says:
::begins dispatching crew to engineering::

EO_Tom says:
::attempts to fix a problem with the gravitational array::

CTO-James says:
CSO_Johna: If we turn into the waves can we settle down and ride them?

CMO-Khora says:
::decides CO is busy, and turns to Nurse Kim::

FCO_Mara says:
::trying to stay on couse::

CSO_Johan says:
CTO: It might help; our profile would be minimized at least.

CMO-Khora says:
Nurse: Kim, please get me two mils of tetrazyne, please.

ACTD_Norm says:
Huron's engines strain as they struggle against the waves

CO_Braun says:
FCO:  Do you have the origin of the gravimetic waves plotted on your chart...?

CTO-James says:
CO_Braun:Sir if we turn into the waves we just might avoid the waves and ride them it will be bumpy.

CMO-Khora says:
<Nurse Kim> CMO: Yes Doctor

CSO_Johan says:
FCO: the wave is approaching around heading 768 mark 48

EO_Tom says:
*CO*: I don't know if I can hold the ship's gravity for long.

CO_Braun says:
FCO:  Turn into that wave...!

FCO_Mara says:
CO: Yes sir.

CMO-Khora says:
<Nurse Kim> ::moves to trolley and retrieves hypospray, inserting two mils of tetrazyne into it::

CO_Braun says:
CTO:  Adjust shields to accomodate for impact...!

FCO_Mara says:
::turning into the waves::

ACTD_Norm says:
<Computer> Warning! Impulse engines near maximum output.

CTO-James says:
EO_Tom: Have you got the warp core back on line?

FCO_Mara says:
CO:Impulse engines near Maximum output. Sir.

CMO-Khora says:
<Nurse Kim> ::hands the hypospray to Dr. K`hora::

CTO-James says:
::Begins to adjust shields::

CMO-Khora says:
::uses hypospray on CEO::

EO_Tom says:
*CTO*: Almost give me 2 more hours!

CMO-Khora  (HYPOSP~1.WAV)

CO_Braun says:
OPS:  Divert power from nonessential areas to shield and engines...

ACTD_Norm says:
Huron is dragged along with the wave....

CTO-James says:
EO_Tom: Do your best to try and get them on sooner.

CSO_Johan says:
All: I'm beginning to see at pattern...analyzing

OPS_Gerea says:
CO: maybe if we divert power from axiliary systems it would give us enough to ride the wave:

CSO_Johan says:
:: Taps some controls::

ACTD_Norm says:
<Computer>Warning! Impulse engine oveload in 90 seconds.

EO_Tom  (Warining Warp Core Primary Coolant Failure.wav)

EO_Tom says:
::not again::

CMO-Khora says:
Nurse: That should help heal the plasma burns. Keep him sedated, and let me know if his condition changes.

CTO-James says:
::Hears the warning::

EO_Tom says:
Team: Get on it!!

FCO_Mara says:
CO: Impulse engine overload in 90 seconds.Sir.

CO_Braun says:
FCO:  Drop to 3/4 impulse... turn away and ride with the wave...

OPS_Gerea says:
::hears warning::

ACTD_Norm says:
Red Alert Klaxons Blare!

CMO-Khora says:
<Nurse Kim> Yes, Doctor.

CO_Braun says:
CSO:  Suggestions...

EO_Tom says:
*CO*: Need to shutdown engines Now!

CMO-Khora says:
::looks around::

CSO_Johan says:
CO: our present course will lead us into a Star cluster, the distortions are calm or there, sir

CMO-Khora says:
::taps comm badge::

FCO_Mara says:
CO: Dropping to 3/4 inpluse and turning away from wave.

CMO-Khora says:
*CO*: Captain, what's happening?

CO_Braun says:
FCO:  Make way for that star cluster...

CTO-James says:
CO_Braun: Shall I tractor in the metal object?

CO_Braun says:
*EO*  Mr. Hewitt?  Can the engines run if we reduced power...?

FCO_Mara says:
CO: Setting course for the star cluster.

EO_Tom says:
*CO*: Wait ...I got it ...You have warp 1 for 5 mins...not more or she'll go!

ACTD_Norm says:
<Computer>:Warning! Impulse engine overload in 30 seconds.

OPS_Gerea says:
::hears EO TOm::

FCO_Mara says:
CO: Impulse engine overload in 30 seconds. Sir.

CO_Braun says:
FCO:  Shut down impulse and take us to warp... make way for that star cluster...

CMO-Khora says:
::looks at Nurse Kim with trepidation::

ACTD_Norm says:
A trio of stars burns brightly on the view screen

CSO_Johan says:
All: I'm reading a lull, in the gravemetric distortions. Next wave 20 seconds

CSO_Johan says:
All: it's a little one

EO_Tom says:
Computer: Emergency shutdown Impulse engine shutdown Hewitt 5 Alpha1

CO_Braun says:
*CMO*  My apologies, Doctor, things have been... busy... they may have need for you in engineering... please take a medic with you...

FCO_Mara says:
CO: Aye sir. ::going to warp shutting down inpulse ::

CTO-James says:
::runs analisy of ships sturcture::

OPS_Gerea says:
CO:sir I can divert power from the Botanical gardens and route it through to engineering for more warp drive:

CMO-Khora says:
*CO*: Acknowledged.

FCO_Mara says:
::heading for star cluster:;

ACTD_Norm says:
The hum that has filled engineering ceases as the impulse engines shut down

EO_Tom says:
::monitoring anti-matter chamber::

CMO-Khora says:
Nurse Kim: Nurse! Follow me.

CMO-Khora says:
::exits sickbay and heads to TL::

CTO-James says:
CO_Braun: Shall I go to enginnering and give him a hand?

CMO-Khora says:
<Nurse Kim> ::follows CMO::

EO_Tom says:
*CO*: Warp Core is slowly coming back to life! ::sighs::

CMO-Khora says:
::enters TL::

CO_Braun says:
BridgeCrew:  Status report?

CMO-Khora says:
TL: Engineering.

EO_Tom says:
Team: Start impulse repair..report to me in 1/2 hr..Get to work!

CSO_Johan says:
CO: the gravemetric waves are slightly decreasing sir

FCO_Mara says:
CO: Heading for star cluster at warp.

OPS_Gerea says:
CO: I have routed power from botanical gardens to engineering as well as all recreation decks:

EO_Tom says:
*FCO*: Do not go over warp 2. Tom out.

CTO-James says:
CO_Braun:Checking now.

CSO_Johan says:
All: BRACE! incoming wave!

CMO-Khora says:
TL: EMERGENCY STOP.

CO_Braun says:
:: grips the Captain's chair ::

CMO-Khora says:
Nurse Kim: Brace yourself.

OPS_Gerea says:
::braces for impact::

EO_Tom says:
::grips::

ACTD_Norm says:
A wave hits Huron, pushing it near the star cluster

FCO_Mara says:
EO_Tom: AYE.

CTO-James says:
CO_Braun: Minor buckling on lower decks and warp nacelles are stressed.

CMO-Khora says:
TL: Resume.

CSO_Johan says:
::body slams into his console::

CTO-James says:
::Almost lose his balance::

CO_Braun says:
:: grimaces :: BridgeCrew:  Anyone get the feeling that we are heading for that star cluster whether we want to or not...?

FCO_Mara says:
CO: One of the waves is pushing us into star cluster.

CMO-Khora says:
::exits TL and enters Main Engineering, followed by Nurse Kim::

ACTD_Norm says:
The waves cease....

EO_Tom says:
Team: Hold on people! ::after it passes:: Monitor the ET-Lines to the nacelles!

CTO-James says:
To self: Where did that come from?

CO_Braun says:
OPS:  Did you ever find a registy for the SS Destiny...?

CMO-Khora says:
::walks over to EO::

FCO_Mara says:
CO: The waves have stopped. Sir.

CTO-James says:
CSO_Johan: You ok?

CMO-Khora says:
EO: Ensign, report.

CMO-Khora says:
EO: What's going on?

ACTD_Norm says:
Injury reports flood into the bridge

OPS_Gerea says:
CO_Braun:No sir I can check though:

CO_Braun says:
*EO*  Mr. Hewitt...?  How is our ship...?

CTO-James says:
::Bega

CSO_Johan says:
*CMO* casually reports, all decks!

EO_Tom says:
Team: At each end of the ETL-line, there is a plasma-injector-system. Check it out..make sure they are stable. CMO: Doctor, one moment i'm busy here!

CTO-James says:
::Begins to send repair teams out::

EO_Tom says:
*CO*: Holding Sir...get us out of those waves! ::sighs at engineering::

CMO-Khora says:
::shakes his head and taps his comm badge::

CTO-James says:
computer2: Security teams please help in repairs report to EO Tom in eginnering ASAP.

CMO-Khora says:
*CSO*: Acknowledged.

ACTD_Norm says:
<Crewman>*CMO*: Doctor! I've got serious injuries in the crew quarters. We need medical teams!

CMO-Khora says:
::exits ME and heads towards TL:

CSO_Johan says:
::continuous scans::

CMO-Khora says:
Crewman: Get as many of them to sickbay as you can. I'm on my way there now.

FCO_Mara says:
CO: We are out of the waves.

CMO-Khora says:
::enters TL followed by Nurse Kim::

CMO-Khora says:
TL: Sicbay.

EO_Tom says:
*CMO*: Doctor, sorry for the short visit..rain check?

OPS_Gerea says:
CO_Braun: Got the information on the Destiny:

CO_Braun says:
OPS:  Go ahead...

CMO-Khora says:
*EO*: No problems, Tom. Let me know if you need anything.

CTO-James says:
::Looks towards OPS_Gerea::

CMO-Khora says:
::turns to the nurse::

OPS_Gerea says:
CO_Braun:The destiny was lost W/O a trace with it's sister ship USS Hope. They were colony ships bound for Alpha Centauri:

CMO-Khora says:
Nurse Kim: I want you to go the crew quarters and help bring as many as you can to sickbay. Let me know if you have any problems.

CMO-Khora says:
<Nurse Kim> Yes, doctor.

OPS_Gerea says:
CO_Braun:From 2125:

FCO_Mara says:
EO_Tom: Status report on engines.

EO_Tom says:
*CMO*: I got a few bumps but i'm fine. I'll report in sick bay as soon as i can. Tom out!

CMO-Khora says:
::exits TL and enters sickbay::

ACTD_Norm says:
<Nurse> Yes, Doctor. ::hustles off to TL::

CSO_Johan says:
CO: System satellites coming into sensor range sir

CO_Braun says:
CSO:  Any information about the star cluster we are about to enter...?  Has it been explored or charted...?

CTO-James says:
EO_Tom: My security team is being sent to help with repairs.

ACTD_Norm says:
<EMH>CMO: Well, its about time you showed up.  I'm swamped!

EO_Tom says:
*FCO*: Remain under warp 2 for now. *CTO*: Acknowledged.

CSO_Johan says:
CO: it is charted, I have no information on exploration sir

FCO_Mara says:
EO_TOM: Acknowledged.

CMO-Khora says:
::ignores EMH and begins treating wounded::

CO_Braun says:
BridgeCrew:  Odds are likely that any vessel that came out this way experienced the same thing we did...?  Anyone want to take bets on where the Destiny ended up...?

ACTD_Norm says:
<EMH>CMO: A Klingon doctor in my sickbay....

CSO_Johan says:
CO: reading three planets orbiting, LM-143 class Q, M and J respectively

CTO-James says:
::Looks to check sensors to see what is out there::

CO_Braun says:
*CMO*  What is the status on the crew...?

EO_Tom says:
::taps in a private message to the FCO console:: *FCO*: Good job sis... hang in there!

CMO-Khora says:
Computer: Computer, shut down EMH program.

CTO-James says:
CO_Braun: I would guess they didn't make it presumable.

FCO_Mara says:
::looks at her senors::

ACTD_Norm says:
<EMH>::begins to protest::

CSO_Johan says:
CO: LM-143 II, would be compatible for human life sir

OPS_Gerea says:
CO_Braun: I agree with CTO:

CO_Braun says:
CTO:  I would guess they ended up in that starcluster :: points to the main viewer ::

CMO-Khora says:
*CO*: Captain, we have 3 wounded, but things are under control.

CO_Braun says:
*CMO*  Thank you, Doctor...

EO_Tom says:
Team: Report!

CMO-Khora says:
::treats a broken arm::

FCO_Mara says:
CO: Orders.

EO_Tom says:
Computer: Report on diagnostic of critical systems.

CSO_Johan says:
CO: we are too far away for accurate scans, but I am receiving a signal

CO_Braun says:
FCO:  Standard orbit from that M-Class planet  :: points to one with signal ::

CMO-Khora says:
::retrieves a sedative and gives it to injured crewmembers::

EO_Tom says:
<Computer> EO: Running at 60%.

CMO-Khora  (HYPOSP~1.WAV)

EO_Tom says:
Team: I want 90% yesterday!

FCO_Mara says:
CO:: Standard orbit around M-class planet.

CMO-Khora says:
::watches more wounded come through the door::

CTO-James says:
CO_Braun: Shall I make a note in the log that we have found what remains of the 2 ships and pass it on to Star Fleet command?

CSO_Johan says:
CTO: are you sure about what we found Ensign? ::raises eyebrow::

OPS_Gerea says:
CO_Braun:Should I dispatch crew to help in sickbay?:

CTO-James says:
CO_Braun: I picking up another siganl from a class m planet.

EO_Tom says:
EO1: Ensign, join me over here and assist me on the impulse relays.

CMO-Khora says:
*Nurse Kim*: Nurse, report!

CO_Braun says:
CTO:  Excellent suggestion, Mr. James... but now that we are here let's try to find out what happened to those two ships...

ACTD_Norm says:
<Kim>*CMO* Situation under control, Doctor! Some broken bones and scrapes, that's all.

CO_Braun says:
CTO:  Note the position of the second signal... we'll investigate it later...

EO_Tom says:
<EO1> EO: I'll start with panel b.

CTO-James says:
::add the signal to the computer data base::

CSO_Johan says:
CO: perhaps the marker bouy logs can reveal more information sir

CMO-Khora says:
::moves to help the new arrivals, administering sedatives where needed::

CMO-Khora says:
*Kim*: Acknowledged.

CO_Braun says:
BridgeCrew:  Tell me about the first signal...

ACTD_Norm says:
::crewman wanders into sickbay. his wrist is broken::

EO_Tom says:
Team: I want the warp core stabilized 100%.

CTO-James says:
::Notices some discomfort in his right arm::

CMO-Khora says:
Computer: Computer, activate EMH program.

EO_Tom says:
::the whole team smiles and get back to work::

ACTD_Norm says:
<EMH> All: State the nature of the medical emergency.

CO_Braun says:
OPS:  The sick bay reports three injured... they should be able to handle it without additional resources...

EO_Tom says:
Self: Fine crew...Now if my chief would get back...it would make my day!

CMO-Khora says:
EMH: Ok, first, this is now MY sickbay, and secondly, I want you to set this crewmans wrist. I must see to the others.

OPS_Gerea says:
Co_Braun:Aye sir:

CSO_Johan says:
::accesses marker logs again, from the beginning.::

CTO-James says:
* CMO-Khora * : When you get a chance can you please vist me on the bridge.  I'm having some discomfort in my right arm::

EO_Tom says:
*CO*: Captain, power is back at 80% and stable.

CMO-Khora says:
*CTO*: Be right there.

ACTD_Norm says:
<EMH>::sniffs::All; Huhhmmm. A simple fracture...

CO_Braun says:
*EO*  Thank you, Mr Hewitt... how about the warp core and impulse engines...

CSO_Johan says:
CO: I have added a de-encrypter to the playback sir

CMO-Khora says:
::turns to EMH::

CSO_Johan says:
::plays tape::

CMO-Khora says:
EMH: I need to go to the bridge. Can you keep things running in here?

ACTD_Norm says:
Action: playback begins from CSO station::

OPS_Gerea says:
::listening to playback::

EO_Tom says:
*CO*: Impulse are off-line for another hour but warp core is closing to 90% and stable.

ACTD_Norm says:
<Computer Voice> Launch was successful. Will go to .....p one outside of Pluto..

CTO-James says:
::runs scans of sector::

CO_Braun says:
*EO*  Outstanding work, Mr Hewitt...

CSO_Johan says:
::surprised look:: All: Pluto? our Pluto?

CTO-James says:
::Listens to the playback::

ACTD_Norm says:
<Computer Voice> Loss of trajectory.  War....re.  Distortion with warp drive....

CMO-Khora says:
::turns from EMH and exits sickbay, heading towards TL::

CMO-Khora says:
::enters TL::

CTO-James says:
::Turns towards the CSO::

CO_Braun says:
BridgeCrew:  Sounds like a playback from a standard mission log... is there more...?

CMO-Khora says:
TL: Deck 1, bridge.

EO_Tom says:
*CO*: Thank you Sir...but the credit goes to my engineering team.

ACTD_Norm says:
<Computer Voice> Lost....no charts of.......::the playback breaks down::

CSO_Johan says:
::intensifies de-encryption sequence:: CO: we will see.

CTO-James says:
CSO_Johna: Could they have gone through what we experienced and survived?

CSO_Johan says:
CTO: Unlikely, hulls weren't built like they are today

EO_Tom says:
Team: Keep up the good work!

CMO-Khora says:
::exits TL and enters bridge::

CSO_Johan says:
CO: that's all I can get sir

CTO-James says:
CSO_Johan: but why the other signals?

CMO-Khora says:
::moves directly to CTO::

ACTD_Norm says:
**********pause game**********



